Cochlear implants (CIs) are an effective medical treatment for many adults living with severe, profound, or moderate sloping to profound sensorineural hearing loss (SPSNHL). However, it is estimated that only ~5% of adults who could benefit from a CI have one.\textsuperscript{1,2}

An international collaboration of hearing experts, known as the CI Task Force, are leading the effort to develop Living Guidelines that will optimise care for hearing impaired adults, improve CI accessibility, and standardise treatment globally.
Hearing and Healthy Ageing

For adults with SPSNHL, cochlear implantation can significantly improve quality of life.\(^3\)

One in three people over the age of 65 are affected by hearing loss (HL).\(^4\) Hearing impairment in adulthood can lead to social isolation and is associated with accelerated mental and physical decline, including an increased risk of falls and dementia.\(^5-7\)

There is currently no global standard of care for cochlear implantation in adults. Country-specific guidelines vary and are associated with disparate levels of access and systemic underuse across the world.\(^1\) The Living Guidelines project will establish evidence-based, best practice recommendations for cochlear implantation in eligible adults.

What are ‘Living’ Guidelines?

The Living Guidelines will use continuous evidence surveillance and rapid response pathways to continually incorporate new relevant evidence into systematic reviews and clinical practice recommendations. This will ensure that the guidelines are continually aligned with current research and changing practices.

The Value of Living Guidelines

The goal of this initiative is to optimise the standard of care for hearing impaired adults by addressing the unmet needs of patients, primary care providers, hearing health professionals (HHPs) and policymakers.

Streamline the patient pathway

- Prioritise hearing health among adults
- Establish standards for hearing assessment and reassessment
- Provide patient education and support materials

Establish best practice recommendations

- Deliver easily accessible and practical tools to guide assessment, referral, treatment and aftercare
- Establish an independently verified and evidence-based global standard of care
- Educate and upskill those involved in the pathways to care

Increase CI accessibility

- Ensure appropriate clinical services and reimbursement through:
  - defining clear and consistent CI candidacy criteria
  - increasing patient-relevant data available for decision making
What is the CI Task Force?

The CI Task Force is an independent global committee that has been established to lead the design and implementation of the Living Guidelines project. The Task Force is led by three co-chairs and is comprised of experts in the field of CI use, including CI recipients, Audiologists and Ear, Nose and Throat Specialists across 20 countries.
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Bringing the Living Guidelines to Life

The scope for the Living Guidelines project is the largest of its kind for cochlear implantation and will be conducted in two key phases:

PHASE 1: Systematic Literature Review (SLR)

The CI Task Force will develop draft guideline recommendations based on evidence gathered through a SLR of over 14,000 scientific publications. The SLR will also incorporate the existing research and recommendations provided by the 2020 International Consensus Paper on unilateral cochlear implantation in adults, published by Buchman et al.\(^1\) The evidence base will be continuously updated to ensure the Living Guidelines react quickly to new evidence and changes in clinical practice.

PHASE 2: Global Consultation and Refinement

The guideline recommendations will be refined through meaningful consultation with key hearing stakeholders, including primary care specialists and referrers, subject matter experts, advocacy organisations and specialty bodies. This extensive consultation process will increase global consensus and ensure the final recommendations are appropriate and can be practically applied at a local level.

The Patient Voice

CI recipients are integral to the Living Guidelines development process and will be engaged throughout. One key mechanism to do this will be through the Cochlear Implant International Community of Action (CIICA), which draws on a network of 80 organisations and individuals from over 50 countries.
Living Guidelines Scope

There are many barriers to cochlear implantation, including the stigma associated with hearing loss, low levels of CI awareness among primary care providers and health system related issues. The Living Guidelines will aim to minimise these barriers.

A review protocol created by the CI Task Force has been registered with the international prospective register of systematic reviews (PROSPERO). The protocol outlines the questions that will be addressed by the review, which aim to assess all steps in the patient pathway.

Who should HL screening be referred to?

In adults with HL, what criteria should be met by routine assessment tools to determine referral for a complete CI evaluation?

There are existing guidelines regarding the surgical aspects of cochlear implantation. This project will refer to the available surgical guidelines where appropriate.

For adult CI recipients with SPSNHL, what is the most effective number of follow-up appointments one year post-cochlear implantation to achieve optimal programming/stimulation levels?

For adult CI recipients with SPSNHL, which outcome domains are most meaningful to patients to assess for improvement with CI?

For adult CI recipients with SPSNHL, what measurement tools and/or questionnaires should be utilised to measure patient outcomes?

“"It makes me really sad to think that there are so many people out there that would benefit from a cochlear implant that are not being referred at the moment.”

Anthony, CI Recipient

For adult CI recipients with SPSNHL, what is the most effective number of follow-up appointments one year post-cochlear implantation to achieve optimal programming/stimulation levels?

For adult CI recipients with SPSNHL, which outcome domains are most meaningful to patients to assess for improvement with CI?

For adult CI recipients with SPSNHL, what measurement tools and/or questionnaires should be utilised to measure patient outcomes?

Patient relevant measures for healthy ageing

Patient-reported outcomes to be determined. For example, late life depression and HL

For adult CI recipients with SPSNHL, what is the essential components of an appropriate clinical pathway for rehabilitation after surgery?

For adult CI recipients with SPSNHL, what measurement tools and/or questionnaires should be utilised to measure patient outcomes?
MAXIMISING SUCCESS

It is anticipated that the Living Guidelines will be locally adapted and adopted into country-based guidelines. Additional implementation activities will be undertaken based on regional and country-specific requirements. These activities are likely to involve targeting existing gaps and increasing awareness through education, training programs and translation of the Living Guidelines into a format that is accessible to patients.

Want to know more?
Email info@adulthearing.com or visit adulthearing.com/living-guidelines for further information and to:

1. Share this information and increase awareness of the Living Guidelines project and the need to improve access to optimal hearing care
2. Learn more about how the Living Guidelines can be implemented and applied in your region or country
3. Register your hearing advocacy group, specialty body or organisation to review and endorse the Living Guidelines

The Living Guidelines project will be supported by industry. The funding organisations will not contribute to the design, facilitation or content of the Living Guidelines. Health Technology Analysts, an independent healthcare consultancy, will coordinate the CI Task Force and provide technical expertise to bring the Living Guidelines to fruition.